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Interaction between three or more variables is often found in statistical models where the response 

variable is numeric. Techniques like regression or analysis of variance can show interaction as a 

composite-variable term in the model, and their algorithms include calculations to determine the size 

of the interaction. However, there is a lack of methods to appropriately detect and measure interactions 

when the variables are a mix of numerical and categorical. 

In this work, we present a way of measuring interactions between n categorical variables for the 

case of samples with patterned records. In these datasets, of all the possible attribute value 

combinations only some of them are present. We explore various datasets using the Multivariate 

Symmetrical Uncertainty, which is a recently developed entropy-based correlation measure. MSU is 

unbiased for representative samples, and it detects linear and non-linear associations between any mix 

of categorical and discretized numerical variables. 

More precisely, we explore the behavior of a number of known 3-variable record structures such 

as XOR, AND, OR, NAND and others, plus their extensions to more variables. Simulations using 

different sampling scenarios on each record structure show that every n-variable pattern possesses a 

characteristic minimum value M_L and a characteristic maximum value M_U for the MSU correlation. 

It is observed that the M_L value, attained when the pattern occurs in a certain combination of 

frequencies, hints that interaction is intrinsically expressed by this minimum value. Other sampling 

scenarios resulting in higher MSU values carry this intrinsic interaction due to the pattern itself, plus 

additional correlation due to extra occurrences of some configurations. 

This method of quantifying n-way categorical interactions opens up new questions on the behavior 

of datasets that exhibit multivariate correlation, as for example in semi-patterned and non-patterned 

datasets. 
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